
BREWERY FRESH TASTE. ANYTIME, 
ANYWHERE. 

 
The First Ever Portable Draft Beer System That Improves the 

Flavor and Taste of Any Can, Bottle, Or Growler of Beer to 
Brewery Fresh. 

 
 
 
 
 
Fizzics Group, Inc, - headquartered in Wall, NJ, is a technology 
platform company that has mastered the science of making beer 
taste better. Fizzics was born from the belief that beer deserves to 
be respected and consumed the way brewmasters intended. The 
company’s founders were continuously frustrated that they could 
never get a completely fresh-from-the-tap taste out of the typical 

can or bottle.  And, that a growler from their favorite brewery was really tough to pour. 
 
Fizzics was engineered to solve the beer industry's main pain points when serving beer 
beyond the brewery: poor beer aesthetics, foam instability and the inherent 
disadvantages of gas additives and nitro-widgets to fix these issues. Fizzics is a 
personal beer system designed from hard science to provide an authentic, true 
representation of an expertly poured pint from the source. Our product first launched to 
the ardent crowdfunding community on Indiegogo in May, 2015 and was already 
commercially available shortly that Fall.  
 
To date, the home draught beer system has been restricted to Kegerators and overly 
complicated homebrew kits, which has forced consumers to purchase expensive CO2 
canisters, consumables and non-returnable, proprietary kegs only to be forced to 
consume a single type of beer or home-brew which can quickly skunk if not adequately 
conditioned or consumed shortly thereafter. The introduction of Fizzics today, 
represents the first universal beer system that is ushering in a renaissance in beer and 
allows the drinker experience a premium draught pour from any variety of beer that 
comes in a bottle, can or growler.   
 
“Fizzics is scientifically engineered to create an ultra-dense, long lasting foam head that 
delivers a sublime drinking occasion and was designed for the five senses. As our name 
implies, Fizzics is the science behind great beer,” comments Philip Petracca, Co-
founder & CEO of Fizzics. It was designed for the beer connoisseur in you and lets 
anyone tap like a bartender and allows anyone to share that social occasion with a few 
of their friends.  
 
 



 
Key Product Technology – Fizzics Technology Platform 
 
 
The science of Fizzics comes down to two things: pressure and sound. By placing a 
beer container in the chamber, inserting the hose, and latching the lid, the chamber is 
pressurized and ready to dispense. Pulling the handle forward gently pours the body of 
the beer, controlling the flow digitally and keeping the bottle pressurized to keep the 
bulk of the carbonation within the beer. This is where the “sonication” process begins by 
applying gentle ultra-sonic sound waves to divide the beer’s natural carbonation 
bubbles into more, smaller and more uniformly sized bubbles. 
 
Bubbles and foam are integral parts of beer quality and the overall drinking experience: 
foam is visually appealing, enhances aroma and flavor, provides for an ideal mouthfeel 
(rich, smooth and creamy), and is categorically expected by all serious beer drinkers. 
Our technology underscores the different phases of fizz: Nucleation (bubbles start to 
form); Beading (bubbles rise to form a head) and Disproportionation (bubbles mature 
and break up.) The Fizzics system reduces excessive bubble formation by pressurizing 
the canister and dispensing the beer at a controlled flow rate during the tapping process 
and uses high frequency sound waves and oscillation to diffuse bloated gas bubbles 
and promote coagulation of iso-proteins and α-acids at the gas-liquid interface. Trust 
us…it’s complex. But, we’ve done the hard work, all you have to do is enjoy your beer 
the way brewers intended. 
 
“When we created Fizzics, our vision was to craft a personal beer appliance that was 
innovative, stylish, fun, social and amazingly simple to use. Most of all, we wanted to 
bring the world of craft beer into your home and make it accessible to everyone to 
match the cache of wines, spirits and cocktail culture. Fizzics is the first system that 
provides the beer drinker complete control and celebrates individual tastes to recreate 
the ideal drinking experience that was only available at your local bar and brewpub; 
from choosing your favorite beer brand to fine-tuning the exact level of foam to top off 
your masterpiece.” 
 
What makes Fizzics unique in the beer category is it lets you pour precisely to suit your 
taste by allowing you to choose the level of foam head you desire and offers the ability 
to refresh the froth as often as you like; where every sip of beer is as good as the first 
sip. No over-pours, spillage or wasted beer again. Remarkably simple in design and 
ease of use: pull the lever on the top-mounted handle to TAP and push back to TOP. 
 



 
It’s a system engineered from hard science that provides an authentic, true 
representation of an expertly poured pint. 
 
Fizzics brings the simple pleasure of serving and enjoying draught quality beer as easy 
as opening/closing a lid and pulling/pushing a tap handle. 
 
 
 
The Fizzics System 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Engineered using patent-pending fluid & gas technology to enhance 
the flavor and taste of beer.	  

Fizzics enhances the flavor and taste of all beer styles, including IPAs, 
Pilsners, Brown Ales, Stouts, Porters, Lagers, etc.	  

Compatible with all size cans, bottles, and accommodates up to a 64oz 
growler.	  

Powered by 4 standard AA batteries. Lightweight and durable making 
it ideal for outdoor activities, camping, tailgating, etc.	  

Fizzics does not require CO2 or Nitro cartridges, proprietary 
replacement parts, or ongoing refills to operate.	  



 
About The Founders  
 
 
Phillip Petracca – CEO 
Entrepreneur and Technology Industry Executive demonstrating more than two decades 
of strategy, marketing, product and business development success. Comprehensive 
leadership abilities, spearheading daily business operations with emphasis on brand 
development and attainment of competitive market placement. Exceptional solutions-
driven success in development, manufacturing, and technical settings. Visionary and 
knowledgeable, utilizing creative and critical thinking for problem solving. Orchestrate 
creative, electrical, mechanical and software engineers to conceptualize and 
commercialize emerging technologies. Philip is the consummate beer geek with a true 
passion for big flavored beers and the craft community – a community that’s both 
experimental and experiential. 
 
David McDonald – CTO  
Founder JAM-Proactive Design. Certified mechanical engineer with over 25 years of 
experience at top design firm and electronic manufacturers. Expertise in Product 
design, CAD, SolidWorks and Design for Manufacturing and Rapid state manufacturing 
with leading Asian ODMs and manufacturers. David is a huge craft beer enthusiast and 
has been brewing beer at home for almost ten years. 
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